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Celebration
Assembly



Year 3 are celebrating… 

All of year 3 for their excellent behaviour and 
listening skills when we ‘visited’ the Stone 

Age as part of our History learning.



Year 4 are celebrating… 

4L- Aarav for a great descriptive paragraph 
Using fronted adverbials.
Scarlet for a positive attitude towards her learning.

4R - Ryan for persevering during computing to complete the coding for a 
number of different shapes using LOGO.
- Ruby for always showing a willingness to have a go at answering 

questions.

4F - Jack for continuously showing a kindness towards others. 
Caner for his excellent ideas in Literacy today.





Year 5 are celebrating… 

5HB- Elijah for doing amazing on his spelling test! I am 
also really proud of Iris who has worked hard to improve 
her focus and her attitude towards learning. 

5M - Hope, Emily, Matilde, Aoife, Mason, Ryan & Olivia H 
for a fantastic RE day.

5B - Dania, Elliot, Caden and Arrion for their fantastic 
efforts in the TTRS winter tournament! They have really 
helped our class move up the ranks. Well done!



Year 6 are celebrating… 

6T - Tilly, Isaac Skinner and Chester for huge improvements in their reading 
assessments. All 3 increased their score by at least 11 marks and Tilly 
secured an additional 14 marks since our previous assessment!

6J Well done to all the children who have been working hard there are too 
many to name individually but some that stick out are Riley, Zak, 
Mohammad and Lili who have been quietly getting on and making great 
progress. Mohammad’s maths score increased by 23 points.  

6W - Shayaan, Rafael, Ben, Yadav and Theo for their enthusiasm and hard 
work in the TT Rockstars competition!!

6RL- Morgan, Sofija and Emily for working their socks off in 

the TT Rockstars competition!



PSHE!

I would like to mention the year 4 

thrive group. Mason, Theo, Myah and 

Sofia. This group are always kind and 

respectful to each other. They show 

patience in taking turns and letting 

each other speak. Mrs Bacik would like to give a shout 

out to Brody and Hani in 3H  for 

always showing kindness to their 

friends and adults 



This year, we are 
holding a 
Christmas/ Winter 
themed cake 
competition!

This is a fundraiser 
and we would like 
to see as many 
cakes entered as 
possible!



111 80

70 71


